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We experimentally demonstrate that a chaotic electronic circuit, in this case the Chua circuit, exhibits the
main features of coherence resonance when subjected to an external white-noise input.

Random fluctuations (or noise) usually constitute a source
of disorder and are considered, in general, as detrimental in,
e. g., linear information theory, electrical engineering or neu-
robiology. However, it has been shown in the recent past that
the amount of order on the response of a system can be im-
proved if a right amount of noise is added. One of the most
well known examples is that of stochastic resonance [1], by
which a system driven by an external signal optimizes its re-
sponse for an intermediate value of the noise level. This be-
haviour has been observed in the information transfer in cray-
fish mechanoreceptors [2], tunnel diodes [3], electronic cir-
cuits [4], amongst other systems. More surprisingly, a quasi-
periodic signal can be made to appear just by applying a noise
source, without the need of an external forcing. The periodic-
ity of the signal becomes optimal for some intermediate val-
ues of the noise intensity. This effect is called coherence res-
onance [5] and has been observed in excitable [5,6], bistable
and oscillatory [7] and optical systems [8], and a similar phe-
nomenon appears in systems close to a limit cycle [9], .
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FIG. 1. (a) Block of the Chua Circuit. The inset plots the char-
acteristics of the non-linear; (b) Phase space representation �� vs.
��; (c) Typical time trace of �����. A digital acquisition board from
National Instruments NI-DAQ, sampling at ��KHz, plugged into the
PCMC/A slot of a laptop was used to digitize the signal. A Labview
program controlled the board in a continuous acquisition mode. An
HP 3312 function generator was used to provide the noise signals
from � to �� V[pp].

In this letter we experimentally demonstrate that these ideas
can be extended to chaotic systems, for which we find the
main features of coherence resonance. Although we choose
as an example a Chua circuit, we believe that the same be-
haviour should be observed in other chaotic systems with sim-
ilar characteristics. A Chua circuit [10] is shown in figure
1. The output voltages ��, �� and �� chaotically oscillate in
time for a large region of parameter values, yielding different
chaotic attractors. Mathematically, a Chua circuit is described
in terms of three non-linear first order differential equations
[10]. These equations predict that the system has, for some
range of parameters, three unstable fixed points. We choose
the set of parameters �� � �� nF, �� � ��� nF, � � ����

�, � � ����, � � ���, where � and � characterize the slope
of the non-linear Chua resistance (see inset fig. 1). For this
set of parameters, there is a single scroll attractor (as shown
in the fig. 1 (b)), and its mirror image (not shown in the fig-
ure). In the absence of any external perturbation, � � and ��
chaotically oscillate around one of the unstable fixed points
with a mean oscillation frequency of � ��� KHz and without
any possibility to jump to its mirror image attractor. However,
when a small amount of noise is added to the circuit, �� and
�� start to switch quasi-periodically between the two single
scroll attractors. Three typical time traces are shown in the
figure 2 for the voltage �� at low, intermediate and large noise
levels. As can be seen in panel (b) for the optimum noise
level, the regularity of the jumping process becomes evident.
This is the first indication that noise is inducing a more regular
behaviour in this chaotic system.

FIG. 2. Voltage time series for three different noise levels (max-
imum values): a) 0.5 V[rms], b) 1.5 V[rms], optimum noise level,
and c) 2.5 V[rms].
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To better quantify the situation we calculate the variance �
of the residence time in the attractors normalized to the mean
value ���. In figure 3 (a) it can be clearly seen that this quan-
tity has a minimum at an intermediate noise level, in this case
for a maximum noise voltage of � 1.5 V[rms]. Another in-
dicator has been also calculated: the normalized autocorrela-
tion function of the time series, whose minimum value ����

measures the strength of the (anti)correlation between the res-
idence time in the two states. As can be seen in figure 3 (b)
this value of ���� reaches a minimum around the noise level
of 1.5 V[rms], in agreement with the previous indicator. These
results reveal the existence of a constructive effect of the noise
that is capable to yield a maximum regularity in the process
of transition from one chaotic attractor to the other.

FIG. 3. (a) Variance of the residence time normalized by the mean
time ���� � and (b) minimum of the correlation function ���� as a
function of the noise level ������ .

In conclusion, we have given the first evidence of coherence
resonance in a chaotic electronic circuit. It has been demon-
strates experimentally that there is an improvement in the re-
sponse of the circuit, as measured by the variance of the resi-
dence time and the minimum of the time correlation functios,
when an optimal amount of noise is added. These results show
that noise, instead of being a source of disorder, can actually

induce a quasi-periodic movement in an electronic, chaotic,
circuit.
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